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MOARÉ Table and hanging lamp

MOARÉ Floor Lamp

MOARÉ Wall Lamp
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MOARÉ

GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
The MOARÉ lamp, originally designed in 2003, is based on the fact that
its superimposed shades cause an optical effect of asymmetric waters,
known as the Moiré effect. Since then new formats, supports, colours and
sizes have been added, so the current SERIE MOARÉ deploys numerous
combinations to satisfy very different applications: from large public spaces
to the more domestic uses. In 2008 a black shade was added which
creates a similar effect to that of the grey shade but more contrasted,
highlighting even more the lights and the shadows by which the true night
owl loves to be surrounded.

APROXIMATE WEIGHT (unpacked):
(1.) MOARÉ Table Lamp                                                           9,3kg
(2.) MOARÉ Floor Lamp                                                              24,8kg
(3.) MOARÉ Hanging Lamp                                                                 8kg
(4.) MOARÉ Wall Lamp                                                                    2,7kg

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Bulbholder:                                                                                   E27/E26
Light source:
(1.,2.)
3 x Adjustable self-ballasted compact fluorescent
TC-HSE.18-20W/827       EEC: A. Max. hgt. 160 mm

(3.)
3 x Self-ballasted classical compact fluorescent
TCA-SE. 20W/825          ECC: A. Max. hgt. 155 mm

(4.)
Self-ballasted compact fluorescent
TC-TSE. 23W/827            EEC: A. Max. hgt. 130 mm

EUROPE         AC   230V          50 Hz
USA/JAPAN    AC  110/128V   60 Hz

(1., 2.) Dimmer included.
Light source not included.
Luminaries only suitable for indoor use.
Always use the light source recommended or equivalent.

The luminaries comply with the following regulations:
UNE-EN 60598
UNE-EN 55015

STRUCTURE:
(1.,2.,3.,4.) Structure with cylindrical acrylsatiné methacrylate diffuser.
(1.,2.) Aliminium finished in graphite color.
(3., 4.) Metallic structure in graphite color.
(3.) Includes matt square graphite ceiling rosette.

LAMPSHADE:
The Soltis lampshades are available in 4 sizes S, M, L and X. which
depends on the Moaré lamp's type.
(1) Lampshade is available with the sizes S and M.
S:Available in white, grey and red.
M:Available in white, grey, red and black.
(2.) Lampshade is available with the sizes  M, L and X in color grey, red
and black.
(3.) Lampshade is available with the sizes  S, M, L and X.
S:Available in white, grey and red.
M, L and X: Available in white, grey, red and black.
(4.) Lampshade is available in white for interior and white, red, grey or
black for exterior.

Soltis lampshade technical specifications:
Composed of 37% polyester and two sided fireproof PVC cover,
0,49mm total thicknes (10%), 380g/m (5%), with a acrylic glaze finish at
two sides. Fireproofing with a mixture of fireproof and laminate materials.

MAINTENANCE:
Clean with a smooth cloth. Do not to use ammonia products, solvents,
abrasives, etc.

OTHERS:
The luminaries are delivered in different packets.
The assembly instructions are delivered with the product.
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Extra (X) Large (L) Medium (M) Small (S)

MOARÉ

(1.) MOARÉ Table Lamp (2.) MOARÉ Floor Lamp

MOARÉ Lampshades
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(4.) MOARÉ Wall Lamp(3.) MOARÉ Hanging Lamp


